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INTRODUCTION 

Far-right groups in Georgia are increasingly gaining the potential to shape the political agenda. They 

employ a dual strategy by disseminating disinformation and discrediting narratives through mainstream 

media outlets, as well as actively positioning themselves on social networks and online media 

platforms. These groups aim to cultivate a hostile information environment, strategically navigating the 

polarized political landscape to reshape public discourse in the lead-up to the upcoming 2024 

parliamentary elections. Given their explicit declaration of ambition to seize power, it becomes crucial 

to analyze their action agenda, rhetoric, and main narratives in preparation for the impending electoral 

period. 

Since 2019, the Democracy Research Institute has been monitoring the activity of these groups and 

their leaders on social networks, online media, and other information platforms in order to study trends 

in the formation and development of far-right narratives. DRI also observes the protest rallies organized 

by them and studies the main sources of their financing. 

Based on an analysis of 1,468 instances of propaganda content disseminated on social networks and 

online media, this report provides a summary of the activities of far-right groups over an eight-month 

observation period from May to December 2023. This report also delves into the political groups most 

active within the far-right wing, particularly those harboring ambitions to participate in political life. 

Additionally, the document outlines trends and key findings observed during the monitoring of 

gatherings and manifestations organized by far-right groups. The report also investigates the source of 

funding and dynamics of financial income for the far-right "conservative movement/alt-info," adding 

an additional layer of insight to our analysis. 

Throughout the reporting period showed that the discourse from leaders of the "Georgian Dream" and 

the overtly pro-Russian far-right political faction "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" displayed 

similarities on the issues of Euroscepticism and homophobia - representatives of both political forces 

tried to stir up Euroscepticism and political instrumentalization of homophobia against the background 

of pro-Russian sentiments. The orchestrated rhetoric of the government and far-right groups became 

particularly noticeable after the US State Department imposed sanctions on the former Prosecutor 

General of Georgia, Otar Partskhaladze, for his role in the activities beneficial to Russia. The anti-

Western rhetoric of violent groups and the government was virtually identical in October, amid a State 

Security Service announcement that at an USAID supported event, preparations for the "process of 

violently overthrowing the government" were underway. 

The reporting period was distinguished by the special activity of political groups with far-right ideology 

in the political field: 

• In 2023, neo-fascist Giorgi Chelidze founded the group "National Unity of Georgia" and announced 

he’s running in the 2024 elections. 

• The violent political group "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" has significantly expanded its 

operational area and started pre-election meetings in the regions of Georgia for supporter 

mobilization. In September, "Alt-Info" founded the violent movement "Anti-Maidan" by appealing 

to the need to mobilize "like-minded forces" against the coup attempt in Georgia. Nevertheless, the 

group's publicly declared financial resources have been drastically reduced. 
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Throughout the reporting period, our monitoring efforts identified three primary thematic directions 

that exhibited the highest levels of interaction within the discourse of far-right groups: 

1. Homophobic rhetoric: gained prominence, particularly intensifying in proximity to May 17 and 

culminating on July 8, 2023, coinciding with the disruption of the festival announced by "Tbilisi Pride." 

Our observation discerned a government stance characterized by loyalty to far-right violent groups, a 

trend consistent with previous years. The homophobic rhetoric employed by these far-right groups was 

notably intertwined with anti-Western discourse and infused with national and religious sentiments. 

2. Pro-Kremlin rhetoric: the second thematic direction observed during the reporting period was pro-

Kremlin rhetoric, which underwent a transformation in response to political and social events in the 

country. Initially, far-right groups focused their pro-Russian rhetoric on issues such as the cancellation 

of the visa regime imposed by the Russian Federation on Georgian citizens and the resumption of direct 

air traffic. These groups sought to underscore the economic benefits of fostering close ties with Russia. 

However, starting in September, a notable shift occurred as the defense of Otar Partskhaladze, the 

former Prosecutor General of Georgia, became a resonant issue. Partskhaladze had been exposed by 

the U.S. State Department for his activities in favor of Russia. 

3. Anti-Western and anti-American rhetoric: the third observed thematic direction was the surge in 

anti-Western and anti-American rhetoric, particularly heightened following the State Security Service's 

announcement implicating USAID in potential destabilization and civil unrest planning. The escalation 

of anti-American sentiment gained momentum after the renewed military conflict sparked by the 

Hamas attack on Israel in October. This development provided fresh impetus to the anti-American 

rhetoric espoused by openly pro-Russian far-right groups. 

The far-right groups continued their aggressive anti-Western campaign, particularly in response to 

Georgia being granted candidate status for EU membership. In the initial stages, members of these 

violent groups attempted to instill Euroscepticism in society, persistently asserting that the European 

Union would not grant candidate status to Georgia. However, following the European Council's decision 

in December to grant Georgia the candidate country status, far-right groups initiated an intensified anti-

Western campaign, prominently marked by the widespread destruction of EU flags.  The arrest of "Alt-

Info" activist Lasha Sharukhia, who burned the EU flag displayed on the Mtskheta Municipality’s 

administration building, was followed by the launch of the "Burn the EU flag" campaign by violent 

groups. Leaders and members of the "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" engaged in a demonstrative 

acts of burning EU flags, recording videos, and disseminating them on social networks. The court session 

for Lasha Sharukhia is scheduled for February 5, 2024. 

 

METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

The media monitoring section of the report employs content analysis to depict the activities, 

manipulative context, trends, and discourse of far-right political entities, groups, and media platforms 

on social networks and online media from May to December 2023. The first chapter focuses on the pro-

Kremlinist rhetoric of far-right groups, examining discourse related to political homophobia coordinated 

with the authorities. The second chapter delves into the anti-Western campaigns of violent groups, 

detailing key narratives and their evolution over time. 

In conducting media monitoring, the Democracy Research Institute conducted an analysis of the primary 

political narratives propagated by far-right political groups and their leaders. The report provides insights 

into the official pages and supporters of "Georgian Idea" and "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info," as well 

as the neo-fascist organization "Georgian National Unity" and openly far-right groups such as "Children's 

https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/%E1%83%90%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A2-%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A4%E1%83%9D-%E1%83%9D%E1%83%AA%E1%83%9C%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%AC%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90%E1%83%90%E1%83%A6%E1%83%9B%E1%83%93%E1%83%94%E1%83%92---%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90-%E1%83%AE%E1%83%93%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%90/32748161.html
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/%E1%83%90%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A2-%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A4%E1%83%9D-%E1%83%9D%E1%83%AA%E1%83%9C%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%AC%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90%E1%83%90%E1%83%A6%E1%83%9B%E1%83%93%E1%83%94%E1%83%92---%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90-%E1%83%AE%E1%83%93%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%90/32748161.html


Rights Protection Organization," "Georgia First," and "Georgian Mission." Their disinformation, 

discrediting, and hate speech messages are thoroughly documented. Media platforms with overtly pro-

Kremlin and anti-Western sentiments, namely "Alt-Info" and "Sezoni TV," are included in the Democracy 

Research Institute's research objects. Furthermore, the report analyzes online spaces and media content 

where the formation and dissemination of the action agenda and postulates of ultra-right forces were 

most active. The study qualitatively examines the frequency and scope of distribution of manipulative 

and populist narratives, utilizing Facebook's analytical tool, CrowdTangle. 

Through quantitative and content analysis of the information material within the monitoring, it was 

revealed that 72% of the posts consisted of textual material (statuses, articles), 15% comprised video 

content (including live broadcasts), and 15% consisted of photo material. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

       

In the third part of the report, which describes the main findings and trends of protests/ demonstrations 

by far-right groups, observer reports based on the OSCE/ODIHR Guidelines on Freedom of Peaceful 

Assembly are used for data analysis. During the reporting period, the Democracy Research Institute 

observed two rallies organized by far-right groups. Taking into account the goals and objectives of the 

project, within the framework of the monitoring of gatherings and manifestations, we focused on two 

main directions: 

• Did the leaders of far-right groups or the participants of the gathering use hate speech? 

• Were there any violent calls directed at specific individuals or groups? 

The fourth ection of the report outlines the results of financial monitoring and key trends related to 

"Conservative Movement/Alt-Info." It provides insights into the dynamics of their funding sources and 

quantities, listing the primary donors during the reporting period. Additionally, the report delves into 

the financial monitoring of the far-right media platform "Alt-Info," analyzing its main sources of funding 

and the financial resources of its owners. The concluding section summarizes the primary findings and 

offers relevant recommendations identified throughout the reporting period. 
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1. THE ORCHESTRATED DISCOURSE OF ULTRA-RIGHT GROUPS AND 

"GEORGIAN DREAM" 

In the reporting period, the orchestrated campaign of the far-right groups and "Georgian Dream" 

focused on the following issues: 1) resumption of direct flights with Russia ; 2) hostility towards 

minorities and homophobia as a political tool to reveal the "deficiencies" of the collective West; 3) 

Protection of the former Prosecutor General of Georgia Otar Partskhaladze, who was exposed by the 

US State Department for his activities in favor of Russia, and therefore, covering the traces of the 

Russian spies in Georgian politics. 

 

1.1. DIRECT FLIGHT WITH RUSSIA - IN THE PRO-KREMLIN FOCUS 

The decree of May 10, 2023 signed by V. Putin, the visa regime for Georgian citizens was canceled and 

the restriction on direct flights between Georgia and Russia was removed. The decision was met with 

admiration by the openly pro-Russian far-right groups operating in Georgia. Emphasizing the importance 

of close communication with Russia is an important tool of political speculation of the pro-Russian violent 

"conservative movement/alt-info". The leaders of "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" considered the 

decision of the Russian President as a personal political merit and achievement. 

"Conservative Movement/Alt Info" leader Konstantine Morgoshia noted in a Facebook post published 

on May 10: "This is a victory achieved by our work and unity!" According to him, the "Conservative 

Movement" fulfilled its political promise: it helped cancel the visa-free regime with Russia, restore direct 

flights and trade relations. 

Giorgi Kardava, the chairperson of "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info", also assessed Putin's decision as 

an achievement of conservative forces. In the "Alt-Info" program "Alt-Analytics" Kardava said on May 

10: "It is thanks to [us] that Russia saw that all is not lost in relation to Georgia, and here is the force 

that will bring the country out of the crisis caused by liberalization."                                             

In parallel with the restored direct flights with Russia, ultra-right pro-Russian groups tried to create an 

illusory hope of the restoration of Georgia's territorial integrity in the case of direct dialogue with Russia. 

On May 19, Irakli Martynenko said in the "Alternative Vision" program: "If Georgia starts a good 

relationship with Russia, it will resolve its territorial integrity and we will have no more problems with 

Russia." 

Government representatives responded positively to the decree of the President of Russia regarding the 

introduction of a visa-free regime with Georgia. Foreign Minister Ilia Darchiashvili noted: "From a 

humanitarian perspective, Moscow's decision is welcome development for any responsible 

government out there." 

Irakli Kobakhidze, the chairman of the "Georgian Dream" party tried to present the decision of the 

Russian government as good for Georgia by appealing to the economic benefit: "What we saw today is 

the lifting of the sanction, that is, a certain punishment was imposed on the citizens of Georgia, up to 

a million people who are potential beneficiaries from this issue and ultimately, this sanction was lifted 

today." 

In parallel with the resumption of direct flights to Russia, the opposition forces and civil activists were 

opposed to the wedding of a relative of Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov in Kvareli, where among 

the guests were those sanctioned by the USA, Canada, Ukraine, Great Britain, Japan and Australia - 

Lavrov's daughter. After creating discomfort for the guests of the wedding, the campaign to discredit the 

activists was carried out in unison by the far-right forces and the chairman of "Georgian Dream." 

http://publication.pravo.gov.ru/Document/View/0001202305100004?fbclid=IwAR2JERIhNysR6fJ76i3bmVJU2ixusqrEO7j0rB1Z4vUvxwBlEUlnuVdXDdo
https://alt-info.ge/archives/33073
https://vk.com/video-211896348_456244083
https://vk.com/video-211896348_456244083
https://vk.com/video-211896348_456244194
https://civil.ge/ka/archives/541683
https://sanctions.nazk.gov.ua/en/sanction-person/1037/


Leaders of "conservative movement/alt-info" called the protests "xenophobia" and "anti-Russian 

hysteria of radical, liberal forces". The leader of the "Conservative Movement" Irakli Morgoshia said: 

"The mission of externally funded forces is to create unrest in Georgia and use all kinds of leverage to 

create destruction." Vano Bibileishvili, a member of the "Conservative Movement," noted that the 

ongoing protests in Kvareli were puppeteered by "ultra-liberal, radical forces" whose interest is "a 

violent change of government." He drew a parallel with "Gavrilov's night" and added that the opposition 

forces were informed in advance about the wedding of Lavrov's relative. 

Like far-right groups, the disruption of the wedding of a relative of the Russian Foreign Minister was 

assessed as a manifestation of xenophobia and an event incompatible with Georgian culture by the 

chairman of "Georgian Dream", who called the civil protest  a "liberal-fascist campaign."  

 

1.2. POLITICIZED HOMOPHOBIA 

During the reporting period, the rhetoric of the government clearly showed signs of political 

homophobia, the main goal of which could be to mobilize conservative voters around the governing 

political force. The government, in unison with the far-right forces, tried to discredit the collective West 

by appealing to traditional and religious sentiments, where the LGBTQ movement can claim human 

rights and equality. 

The clear contours of the political instrumentalization of homophobia were even apparent in the 

"conservative movement/alt-info" action agenda. During the reporting period, "Conservative 

Movement/Alt-Info" submitted a package of draft laws to the Parliament of Georgia and demanded 

restrictions on the right to manifestations of LGBTQ people. This initiative is dictated by Russian influence 

- as in Russian legislation "LGBT propaganda" is prohibited. 

Throughout the reporting period, the homophobic messages delivered by the Prime Minister of Georgia 

at the Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC) in Budapest on May 4, 2023, were in complete 

alignment with the rhetoric of far-right groups. At the conference, the Prime Minister noted that 

"concrete forces that oppose freedom, truth, are trying to achieve their goals by destroying traditional 

family values and embracing false freedom - for example, with LGBT propaganda, by trying to legalize 

sex change for minor children bypassing their parents."  

The Prime Minister's homophobic rhetoric, based on religious and national sentiments, exactly echoes 

the agenda of far-right groups. Guram Palavandishvili, chairman of the far-right group "Society for the 

Protection of Children's Rights" in "Alt-Info" program on April 30, assessed the Prime Minister's visit to 

Hungary as an important event: "against the background of the world being divided into pro-sodomist 

and anti-sodomist forces, Gharibashvili's visit to Hungary is very important." I hope that he will have the 

strength to tell the truth and condemn the Anti-Discrimination Law. Irakli Martinenko, the leader of the 

"conservative movement/alt-info", also positively evaluated the Prime Minister's visit. In the "Alt-

Analytics" program of April 28, Martynenko said that this visit will not have any significant value if the 

foreign [European] course of the country is not reversed. 

The homophobic rhetoric of far-right groups became particularly active in July, parallel to the "Tbilisi 

Pride" week. The leaders of the Conservative Movement/Alt-Info party have openly announced their 

intention to attack Pride Festival. Although the Ministry of Internal Affairs was informed of the violent 

intentions of far-right groups long before the final Pride event, the Ministry did not ensure the 

constitutionally guaranteed freedom of assembly and expression of the LGBTQ community. On July 8, 

violent groups were able to easily break through the police cordon and disrupt the Pride festival. The 

subsequent events, when the representatives of the violent group started raiding and looting the private 

https://vk.com/video-211896348_456244224
https://vk.com/video-211896348_456244217
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/32421107.html
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/32421107.html
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/32390522.html
https://www.hrw.org/news/2022/11/25/russia-expanded-gay-propaganda-ban-progresses-toward-law
https://vk.com/video-211896348_456243955
https://vk.com/video-211896348_456243941
https://tvalsazrisi.ge/გიორგი-ქარდავა-მიმართვას/
https://tvalsazrisi.ge/გიორგი-ქარდავა-მიმართვას/
https://tvalsazrisi.ge/გიორგი-ქარდავა-მიმართვას/
https://tvalsazrisi.ge/გიორგი-ქარდავა-მიმართვას/
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/32494609.html
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/32495400.html


territory of the festival, did not lead to a prompt response of the law enforcement officers. 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3. TRACES OF RUSSIAN SPIES IN GEORGIAN POLITICS 

In September, the imposition of sanctions  by the US State Department on the former Prosecutor General 

of Georgia, Otar Partskhaladze, emerged as a significant issue for far-right groups. This decision 

prompted strongly negative reactions from both the government and the "Georgian Dream" satellite 

political union, the "People's Power" faction, alongside other far-right groups. These entities collectively 

orchestrated an effort to shield the former Prosecutor General of Georgia, who had been implicated in 

activities benefiting the Federal Security Service of Russia. 

On September 18, 2023 by the decree of the National Bank on banking assets and financial transactions, 

Otar Partskhaladze had his access restricted. Chairman of "Georgian Dream" Irakli Kobakhidze 

immediately responded to the decision of the National Bank and noted that the action of the National 

Bank contradicted the presumption of innocence and the Constitution of Georgia. In parallel with the 

mentioned evaluation, Natia Turnava, Acting President of the National Bank of Georgia (SEB), made 

changes in the procedure for the implementation of sanctions regimes. According to the amendment, 

international sanctions will not apply to Georgian citizens, if there is no conviction against them in the 

relevant case in the Georgian court. The change gave Otar Partskhaladze the opportunity to transfer part 

of the property to his son's name on the same day. Natia Turnava's actions, which led to the resignation 

of three SEB vice-presidents, were positively evaluated by the Georgian Dream satellite political 

association People's Power and the openly pro-Russian Conservative Movement/Alt-Info. 

The chairman of "Georgian Dream," who in March 2023 actively supported the so-called "Transparency 

of Foreign Influence," the Russian draft law, said that "a person cannot be called an agent until the 

court's decision." His rhetoric was also acceptable to the presenters of the far-right, openly pro-Russian 

media platform "Alt-Info". In the "Comment of the Day" program, Tengo Omanidze reviewed the issue 

of sanctioning Otar Partskhaladze against the backdrop of anti-American sentiments and noted: "The 

representatives of the opposition, without a court decision, have already convicted a person and 

declared him a Russian spy, agent, traitor."  

The National Bank's decision on "transparency of foreign influence" was responded to by the so-called 

Co-author of the Russian bill, leader of "People's Power" Eka Sefiashvili. In the "Post-Analytics" program, 

the parliamentarian   positively evaluated Natia Turnava's decision: "It is very good that the National 

Bank issued such a resolution that is in full compliance with the Constitution and recognizes the 

presumption of innocence."  

Aleksandre Palavandishvili, the leader of the far-right organization "Society for the Protection of 

Children's Rights", also approved the changes implemented by the SEB and noted in a Facebook post:  

 

https://tabula.ge/ge/news/706686-ashsh-m-otar-partskhaladzes-sanktsiebi-daucesa
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/770063-erovnuli-bankis-inpormaciit-otar-parcxalazes-sabanko-aktivebze-cvdoma-da-pinansuri-tranzakciebis-shesruleba-sheezguda/
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/32598225.html
https://formulanews.ge/News/97706
https://m.facebook.com/Khalkhisdzala/videos/858160392339343?_rdr
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=858160392339343#_=_
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=858160392339343#_=_
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=858160392339343#_=_
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100051116913835
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100051116913835


"When the National Bank, instead of America, obeyed the Constitution of Georgia, the spies started 

to leave SEB as a sign of protest!" 

 

                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rather than implementing fundamental reforms aimed at neutralizing the influence of a hostile state in 

the security sector, the Government made an attempt to obscure the traces of the Russian spies in 

collaboration with far-right forces. This suggests that, in certain instances, the "Georgian Dream" is 

utilizing far-right forces in Georgia as a political tool. 

 

2. ANTI-WESTERN AND ANTI-AMERICAN  

NARRATIVES OF FAR-RIGHT GROUPS 

The discourse of far-right groups regarding anti-Western messages underwent a transformation against 

the backdrop of current political events in the country. The issue of granting candidate status for EU 

membership to Georgia remained pertinent throughout the reporting period. Initially, representatives 

of extremist groups asserted that Georgia would not obtain candidate status, attempting to foster 

Euroscepticism within society. This narrative evolved in December after the European Council publicly 

announced Georgia's candidate country status. Subsequently, far-right groups initiated an aggressive, 

anti-Western campaign, marked by the widespread destruction of EU flags. 

Noteworthy similarities between the anti-Western messages of the governing party and far-right groups 

were observed on several issues. Two resonant instances were: 1) the September visit of Josep Borrell, 

Vice-President of the European Commission and High Representative of the EU for Foreign Affairs and 

Security Policy; 2) and the State Security Service of Georgia's statement implicating USAID in possible 

destabilization and a coup attempt in the country. 

It is significant that the mentioned statement of the State Security Service became the basis for the 

initiation of the "Anti-Maidan" violent organizational entity. In October, it became apparent that the 

"conservative movement/alt-info" was trying to mobilize supporters through regional meetings, both to 

strengthen the "anti-Maidan" movement and to gain political dividends before the elections. Since 

October, the renewed military conflict after the Hamas attack on Israel has noticeably strengthened anti-

American sentiments in the anti-Western rhetoric of far-right groups. 

 

 

 



2.1. TEMPORAL TRANSFORMATION OF ANTI-WESTERN MESSAGES,  

IN THE WAKE OF THE GAINING CANDIDATE COUNTRY STATUS 

During the entire reporting period, the issue of granting Georgia the status of a candidate country for 

the European Union occupied a central place in the public and political discourse. Therefore, for the 

openly pro-Russian far-right groups, the issue of the status of the EU candidate country, which formally 

determines the foreign policy orientation of the country, was under special focus. 

Before Georgia was granted candidate status, violent groups tried to stir up Eurosceptic sentiments in 

the society and tried to marginalize Western institutions in unison with the government groups. 

The official visit of the Vice President of the European Commission and the High Representative of the 

European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy to Tbilisi on September 7, 2023 proved to be 

resonant in this issue. During the visit, Josep Borrell clearly confirmed his support for the European future 

of Georgia. However, at the same time, he expressed dissatisfaction with the restoration of direct flights 

between Georgia and Russia and spoke about the progress of the implementation of 12 

recommendations developed by the European Commission for Georgia. According to Borrell, Georgia 

fulfilled three recommendations, but additional efforts from the government were deemed necessary 

for the remaining recommendations. This assessment was met with a negative response from the 

government, the satellite political union of "Georgian Dream" known as "People's Power," and the far-

right groups. 

 

"Georgian Dream’s" Reaction 

 

Prime Minister of Georgia Irakli Gharibashvili responded to the statements of the EU High Representative 

and noted that "not a single sanctioned airline and not a single sanctioned plane flies in Georgia.”  

According to Irakli Gharibashvili, the decision of the European Union to grant candidacy to Moldova and 

Ukraine was unfair, as they received the candidate status as an advance. Mamuka Mdinaradze also 

assessed the decision of the European Union in 2022 as unfair.   

 

 

"People’s Power" 

 

Davit Kartvelishvili, a member of the government's satellite "People's Power" movement, used Borrell’s 

assessments to demonize the European Union and incite anti-Western sentiments. According to him 

Borrell’s assessments were false and hypocritical. Kartvelishvili revived the disinformation narrative of 

the "opening of the second front" and noted that if Georgia is dragged into the war against Russia, then 

the country will no longer have a problem with receiving candidate status. 
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https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/768990-irakli-garibashvili-jozep-borels-chven-usamartlobas-ar-veguebit-mnishvnelovania-rom-is-gadacqvetileba-romelsac-tkven-miigebt-samartliani-iqos-nebismieri-sacinaagmdego-gadacqvetileba-rusetistvis-pozitiuri-gzavnili-ikneba
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/768990-irakli-garibashvili-jozep-borels-chven-usamartlobas-ar-veguebit-mnishvnelovania-rom-is-gadacqvetileba-romelsac-tkven-miigebt-samartliani-iqos-nebismieri-sacinaagmdego-gadacqvetileba-rusetistvis-pozitiuri-gzavnili-ikneba
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/768990-irakli-garibashvili-jozep-borels-chven-usamartlobas-ar-veguebit-mnishvnelovania-rom-is-gadacqvetileba-romelsac-tkven-miigebt-samartliani-iqos-nebismieri-sacinaagmdego-gadacqvetileba-rusetistvis-pozitiuri-gzavnili-ikneba
https://www.facebook.com/david.kartvelishvili.90/posts/pfbid02LWxnsGf7XjnsHkqDPUoEp7dk4Msoty1Xq1RDjuDiEQuNCCeGiEexcxwVcPwvvaqZl?paipv=0&eav=AfbJameEb2oT7c97l3HTjLQ6u59iiji7NDmPLjq4wetYi1zuRQBqFlyJImJgygS85R8&_rdr


"Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" 

 

Borrell’s visit to Georgia was actively discussed on the air of "Alt-Info". On September 7, in the "Comment 

of the Day" program, Zurab Zukakishvili, a member of "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info", criticized the 

culture of democracy in the European Union and accused it for its colonialist past. According to him, "the 

European Union created its "garden" through the genocide and looting of other countries, not through 

the implementation of correct policies and democracy." Another pro-Russian propagandist and 

"conservative movement/alt-info" member, Ilia Megrelishvili claimed in the "Comment of the Day" 

program that the European Union’s high-level visit was aimed at launching attacks on conservative 

patriots. 

 

Borrell’s visit in the far-right online media 

 

On September 12, the openly pro-Kremlinist website "Georgia and the World" published an article titled: 

"Europe knows that confrontation with Russia can cost Georgia dearly, but they still tell us to do as they 

dictate it," which evaluates Josep Borrell’s visit to Georgia and notes that the real interest of the West It 

represents a change in Georgia through a government revolution. The article emphasizes that it is in the 

interest of the West for Georgia to open a second war front against Russia. 

 

 

In this way, pro-Kremlin forces and far-right groups are trying to introduce nihilism about the European 

Union in society and to establish such a narrative that Georgia has no development perspective in the 

Euro-Atlantic space. Therefore, it has nothing to do with European identity. The anti-Western rhetoric 

of far-right groups created a basis for the government representatives to indirectly discredit Euro-

Atlantic institutions. Unlike violent groups, “Georgian Dream” tried to maintain a doubly beneficial 

political position in the process of acquiring the candidate status. In case of a negative decision by the 

European Commission, the anti-Western campaign supported by the government should have already 

created a skeptical mood and negative attitude towards Euro-Atlantic institutions in the society, and in 

case of a positive answer, "Georgian Dream" would consider the candidate's status as its own political 

achievement. 

Simultaneously with Josep Borrell's visit, an intensified propaganda and discrediting campaign regarding 

the perceived "injustice" of the European Union highlighted the dual political interests of the 

government. This process revealed the implicit use of extreme right-wing violent groups as a political 

tool. This approach became even more apparent after the European Council granted Georgia the status 

of a candidate country in December. Authorities openly linked this decision to their own successful 

political activities, while far-right groups attempted to demonize the European Union and portray the 

futility of integrating Georgia into its space. 

On December 15, the mayor of Tbilisi Kakhi Kaladze addressed the citizens gathered at the celebration 

event of obtaining the status of a candidate of the European Union and expressed his special thanks to 

Bidzina Ivanishvili, whom he mentioned as the main creator of this historical event. Irakli Kobakhidze, 

the chairman of "Georgian Dream", declared that it was his team’s political achievement that Georgia 

got a candidate status.   

 

https://vk.com/video/@altinfo1?fbclid=IwAR368bVrespsWO4FtUrdb36plwY_qbujpxpKm4OG5fOr3konuP6KSp-mn10&z=video-211896348_456245733%2Fclub211896348%2Fpl_-211896348_-2
https://vk.com/video/@altinfo1?fbclid=IwAR368bVrespsWO4FtUrdb36plwY_qbujpxpKm4OG5fOr3konuP6KSp-mn10&z=video-211896348_456245733%2Fclub211896348%2Fpl_-211896348_-2
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/781642-kaxa-kalaze-tradiciebit-evropashi-girsebit-evropashi-es-aris-is-suliskveteba-romlitac-unda-ganvagrzot-svla-saerto-evropuli-ojaxisken
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/781556-irakli-kobaxize-qvelaperi-gaketda-imistvis-rom-kandidatis-statusi-migvego-modunebas-ar-vapirebt-cin-gasavlelia-gza-imisatvis-rom-sabolood-gavxdet-evrokavshiris-cevri-kveqana/


Unlike the government, the ultra-right groups transformed Eurosceptic messages into aggressive 

rhetoric after Georgia was granted candidate status. On December 20, 2023, the police arrested Lasha 

Sharukhia, a member of the "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" on the charge of burning the EU flag 

erected on the Mtskheta administration building. The mentioned fact was followed by the anti-Western 

campaign "Burn the flags of the European Union" of the extremist groups, which was joined by the 

supporters and leaders of the radical group. In support of Sharukhia, several priests also burned the flags 

of the European Union, the video material confirming which was spread on social networks. 

"Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" leaders Irakli Martynenko and Zurab Makharadze also joined the 

campaign, and on December 22 they burned the European Union flag raised in front of the Tbilisi City 

Hall, however, unlike Lasha Sharukhia, Makharadze and Martinenko were soon released by the law 

enforcement officers. At this stage, according to the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Irakli Martinenko has 

been fined under the first part of Article 17418 of the Code of Administrative Offenses, while 

administrative proceedings have been initiated against Zura Makharadze in accordance with the second 

part of Article 17418  of the Code. 

The leader of "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" Konstantine Morgoshia responded to the arrest of 

Lasha Sharukhia: "As long as such people exist, no "European Unions" and others will be able to bring 

this country to its knees!" Everyone should take an example from Lasha. Lasha, you are a hero and soon 

we will celebrate a great victory together!" Even the accused Lasha Sharukhia himself thanked the 

supporters and issued a written appeal from prison: "I burned the flag of the European Union, which 

brings me all immorality, depravity and corruption." Sharukhia expressed special thanks to Konstantine 

Morgoshia for his support and solidarity. 

 

 

 

                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2. STATE SECURITY SERVICE’S STATEMENTS REINFORCED THE ANTI-WESTERN 

RHETORIC OF THE "CONSERVATIVE MOVEMENT/ALT-INFO" 

On October 2, 2023, the statement of the State Security Service on USAID sponsored event on training a 

group of activists to prepare for "violent overthrow of the government" drew anti-American and anti-

Western backlash from openly pro-Russian far-right radical groups. 

Initailly, the State Security Service published a similar statement on September 18, 2023, which became 

the basis for the creation of the violent organizational unit "Anti-Maidan" by the "Conservative 

Movement/Alt-Info". On September 25, 2023, party leaders Zura Makharadze, Giorgi Kardava, Shota and 

Irakli Martynenkos held a briefing, where, based on the statement of the State Security Service, they 

spoke about the need to mobilize "like-minded forces" against the coup attempt in Georgia. "We need 

https://tvpirveli.ge/ka/siaxleebi/politika/56387-dakavebulia-prorusuli-dajgupebis-tsevri-romelmats-mtskhetis-gamgeobaze-agmartuli?fbclid=IwAR0HwmAJLyQtT_s-Tg_ZfdKyrXv9G-jTnHS4CL_veDRZo6Va_zRUSWs6MQ4
https://tvpirveli.ge/ka/siaxleebi/politika/56387-dakavebulia-prorusuli-dajgupebis-tsevri-romelmats-mtskhetis-gamgeobaze-agmartuli?fbclid=IwAR0HwmAJLyQtT_s-Tg_ZfdKyrXv9G-jTnHS4CL_veDRZo6Va_zRUSWs6MQ4
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=341708208791234
https://www.palitravideo.ge/video/162455-putinistma-radikalebma-zurab-maxarazem-da-irakli-martinenkom-meriastan-agmartuli-drosha-chamoxsnes-da-dacves-vandalizmis-amsaxveli-kadrebi-adgilidan/
https://tabula.ge/ge/news/712271-evrokavshiris-droshis-dacvis-gamo-dakavebuli-alt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJVVAzF9M6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9C7XrUnJDE&ab_channel=infonews
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9C7XrUnJDE&ab_channel=infonews
https://www.facebook.com/sssgeo/videos/1275707329802493/
https://ssg.gov.ge/news/873/saxelmtsifo-usafrtxoebis-samsaxuris-gancxadeba
https://m.facebook.com/61550559585125/videos/275210468660405?_rdr


to organize organized, cohesive groups throughout Georgia, to have the opportunity to transport tens 

of thousands of people from the regions in a few hours" - Shota Martynenko said.  

The founder of "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info", Konstantine Morgoshia responded to the statement 

of the State Security Service in a Facebook post and noted: "It seems that the fate of our country will be 

decided in the streets of Tbilisi instead of offices and administrative buildings, and it is strategically 

important that a healthy, conservative part of this country, is ready for this scenario." In order to mobilize 

supporters, the information was spread on the "Alterinfo" Facebook page: "Join Anti-Maidan! Be ready 

for battle! Let us save Georgia from war and coup!"  

"Anti-Maidan" is actively discussed by the leaders of "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info": Shota 

Martynenko, Zura Makharadze, on the personal telegram channels of Giorgi Kardava and Irakli 

Martynenko, which in many cases are accompanied by violent appeals in the form of subscribers' 

comments. The leaders of the violent group call on their supporters to be active and try to instill fear in 

the society by appealing to the issue of a coup d'état. It is for this purpose that the leaders of the 

"Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" broadcast a video appeal on the Telegram channel, where they call 

on their supporters to "join the anti-Maidan movement" in order to protect the country from "Western 

revenge." 

Despite indications that the organizers' calls may have constituted a criminal offense, law enforcement 

authorities did not respond appropriately. This apparent neglect, coupled with the State Security 

Service's emphasis on the alleged attempt by Western forces to destabilize the country, raised suspicions 

that the government might be inclined to pursue an anti-Western course actively involving violent groups 

as a political tool. 

In response to the statement of the State Security Service, the Speaker of the Parliament of Georgia, 

Shalva Papuashvili, charged USAID with the responsibility for the coup attempt: "USAID should explain 

why the money of the American people is going to another country to inspire riots, to train groups 

that should plan riots and provoke violence. This is a dark day in the history of American aid to 

Georgia." 

Irakli Kobakhidze, the chairman of "Georgian Dream" once again invoked the "second front" to 

intimidate the public and accused "Western forces" in trying to drag Georgia into the war: "Clarifications 

are essential concerning the financing of training by USAID, especially when its direct purpose appears 

to be the preparation for a revolution in Georgia."  

The leaders of the "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" continued to organize the "Anti-Maidan 

Movement" with similar rhetoric and anti-Western sentiments of the government. They started holding 

regional meetings and mobilizing supporters in the wake of the announcement of the State Security 

Service with the manipulative motive of "preventing a coup". 

During the reporting period, "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" held seven meetings in the regions of 

Georgia, which indicates a clear political interest of the violent political group. 

The first organizational meeting was held by" Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" in Telavi. The meeting 

was held in Vazha Pshavela Telavi State Professional Drama Theater. The theater is a legal entity under 

public law and is financed by the state. At the meeting held in Telavi, the representatives of the pro-

Russian forces openly talked about the importance of "Anti Maidan" and the parliamentary elections of 

2024. Shota Martynenko confirmed that the openly pro-Russian group is preparing to participate in the 

2024 parliamentary elections. "Now we have two immediate tasks. One is effective organization for 

"Antimaidan" and second, elections are planned for next year. The events that will be held now will be 

a very important basis for building that unity, which will help us achieve a very important result in the 

elections next year." 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AhEHv11r25g&ab_channel=%E1%83%A8%E1%83%9D%E1%83%97%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C%E1%83%94%E1%83%9C%E1%83%99%E1%83%9D%E2%80%A2ShotaMartinenko
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid0KsQQniMvEYR5XwJcyKNh4zLyixwZEb5xGeKrojfn2eiF8K2eA5VihTvRpnj3jVh9l&id=100093521936242
https://t.me/shotamartinenko?fbclid=IwAR3vlBQvwDXVGaNUnXpQ6R6Xo-yo9hBDmWdoNYVfW1nrDHI3LlIGdhSNkLU
https://t.me/shotamartinenko?fbclid=IwAR3vlBQvwDXVGaNUnXpQ6R6Xo-yo9hBDmWdoNYVfW1nrDHI3LlIGdhSNkLU
https://t.me/crossroadwar?fbclid=IwAR14tpzTt0tQ6KYu30k8faPvPjhztYvX2SSvyCwsAmssCY-aeOvNyp4O2S0
https://t.me/giorgikardava?fbclid=IwAR3vlBQvwDXVGaNUnXpQ6R6Xo-yo9hBDmWdoNYVfW1nrDHI3LlIGdhSNkLU
https://t.me/IrakliMartinenko?fbclid=IwAR0wdcBUxfxs5qMQiA6BuRxtH2cHyVU1y2X3Jy2xiomh-NkwfU1_V28hBr4
https://t.me/IrakliMartinenko?fbclid=IwAR0wdcBUxfxs5qMQiA6BuRxtH2cHyVU1y2X3Jy2xiomh-NkwfU1_V28hBr4
https://t.me/IrakliMartinenko/98?fbclid=IwAR2rDt-T1yW6fCFYfnXBTmZ-eTVUtIm7H-hO6VuwaGAR2ZKrppyccAtbUyA
https://1tv.ge/news/shalva-papuashvili-es-aris-shavi-dghe-saqartvelos-mimart-amerikis-dakhmarebis-istoriashi-rogorc-chans-amerikeli-khalkhis-fuli-gamoyenebulia-rom-mokhdes-revoluciuri-procesebis-dagegmva/
https://1tv.ge/news/irakli-kobakhidze-dagvchirdeba-ganmartebebis-migheba-ratom-dafinansda-usaid-is-mier-treningi-romlis-pirdapiri-mizani-iyo-saqartveloshi-revoluciis-momzadeba/
https://mtavari.tv/news/139140-alt-inpoelebis-shekhvedra-telavis-teatrshi-ratom


The leaders of "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" held the second regional meeting in Rustavi on 

October 7. At the meeting, Irakli Martynenko said: "We are confronting the West. They are organizing a 

coup so that their agents can seize power and plunge our country into war." 

"Alt-Info" met the residents of Gori on October 14. The organizational meeting in Mtskheta was held on 

October 21, which, unlike other regional meetings, was attended by Konstantine Morgoshia. 

"Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" leaders met with experts and political scientists. According to Shota 

Martynenko, one of the main goals of the event was the formation of the "Anti-Maidan" Council and an 

alternative political and ideological platform, which will be a counterweight to the liberal agenda. 

The next organizational meeting was held on October 29, 2023 in Kutaisi. At the meeting, the leaders of 

"Alt-Info" talked about the "Antimaidan" plan and the 2024 parliamentary elections. According to Shota 

Martynenko, strategic tasks will no longer be limited to the next 2 months. "Strategic tasks are no longer 

limited to the threats of riots in the next 2 months, but we must provide a kind of shield in the form of a 

political vector that should prevent the country from overturning the political agenda, not only through 

riots, including elections." 

The sixth regional meeting "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" was held on November 11, 2023 in 

Batumi. At the meeting, Shota Martynenko noted that the goal of the West was to drag Georgia into the 

war in the Maidan scenario. 

The next organizational meeting was held in Zugdidi on November 18, 2023. At the meeting, the leader 

of the radical group, Irakli Morgoshia, spoke about the importance of the 2024 parliamentary elections: 

"2024 elections will not be just elections. This is a battle where it will be decided which way Georgia will 

choose and the elections for saving Georgia as a nation. I say this with full responsibility." 

 

 

                  

 

 

 

 

 

2.3. ANTI-AMERICAN RHETORIC OF FAR-RIGHT GROUPS AGAINST THE BACKGROUND 

OF THE ISRAELI-HAMAS MILITARY CONFLICT 

The anti-American rhetoric of far-right groups, heightened during the Israel-Hamas military conflict, 

portrays the West as an unreliable partner. It taps into fears of war and positions Russia as the guarantor 

of Georgia's security, directly conflicting with Georgia's Euro-Atlantic aspirations. This rhetoric aims to 

instill irrational fears in society. 

The renewed military conflict following the Hamas attack on Israel has fueled the anti-American rhetoric 

of openly pro-Russian far-right groups. The "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" exploited the Israel-

Hamas conflict to depict the West as an unreliable partner and the US as a force instigating conflicts, 

with Israel now being their main priority. This narrative also suggests that international support for 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1420440548511485
https://www.facebook.com/Conservativemovement1/videos/986344832659136/
https://www.facebook.com/Conservativemovement1/posts/pfbid0HbPAuDMchriiWQDAWxH7iFg4Kn2ugy3rhZJAdZyy3jghjyxLSan2EJUxGvDzf9wYl
https://www.facebook.com/Conservativemovement1/videos/322499887048311
https://www.facebook.com/Conservativemovement1/posts/pfbid0FwCEkmpDBeYksuzU1bZbAksVktr1RU3RYpLy8WACHgPytSmJ9d3mRdrooGvExbcrl
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=261452723124342
https://www.facebook.com/Conservativemovement1/posts/pfbid026ue7ZCMazGJRPS3vdr9b5AJ7Um1azx5cGTKqPdraDjZWf6VGXiNSXLPLjY1Y4KjJl
https://www.facebook.com/Conservativemovement1/posts/pfbid02oo8yA8RcXqMbf36hYhdxWLcC1VVAX3pHZAbCHoWfSmCE6M8XpyqeZiVuiLvkzb8Gl
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=313194808144996


Ukraine is diminishing in the backdrop of the assistance provided to Israel. 

On October 10, 2023, in the "Realpolitika" program of the "Alt-Info" TV, the leader of "Conservative 

Movement/Alt-Info" Zura Makharadze pointedly pointed out that the situation in Ukraine is becoming 

increasingly critical against the background of the war raging in Israel: "In short, in Zelensky's place, I 

would be very worried. Hero of Ukraine "Kaveenshik" disappeared from all news channels and 

analytics. America's priority over helping Ukraine is to support Israel." With this statement, the far-

right leader attempted to depict Ukraine as a forsaken country by Western partners. This narrative is 

intertwined with the notion that, similar to Ukraine, Georgia would stand alone in the event of a Russian 

attack. Such statements contribute to the amplification of anti-American sentiments and nihilism, 

serving as a significant informational tool for the pro-Kremlin campaign. This campaign has long sought 

to construct the myth of Russia's influence and invincibility in the region. This misinformation is notable 

and cautionary, as it underlies the widespread propaganda message that asserts, "Maintaining a peaceful 

and close connection with Russia is necessary, as Georgia would lack support in case of a confrontation 

with it." 

In Georgia, far-right actors develop anti-American rhetoric, as a rule, against the background of pro-

Russian sentiments. Their propaganda media usually use methods of exaggerating and demonizing the 

facts. In this regard, it is worth noting the statement of Giorgi Papunashvili, an active member of 

"Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" on October 9, 2023 in the program "Comment of the Day". There, he 

reviews the Israel-Hamas conflict as a disturbing signal for Georgia and tries to establish the opinion that 

America, as a strategic partner, is unreliable and dysfunctional. "The current events in Israel should 

serve as a signal for us. When you align yourself with a geopolitical power that is geographically 

distant, you inevitably create natural enemies in the region. Our ally is across the ocean, and relying 

on their interests and assurances means that if something were to happen here, the collective West 

might struggle with fundamental military logistics tomorrow." 

Against the backdrop of the ongoing military conflict, the leaders of the far-right group actively continued 

their anti-American rhetoric in November. The presentation of Ukraine as a country abandoned and 

doomed by the West was still an actual issue. The leader of the far-right group, Shota Martynenko, said 

in the "Alt-Analytics" program on November 4, 2023, that the West will be exhausted in the light of the 

current international processes and economic aid to Ukraine will become unpopular. "If they give 200 

billion in total, this is the result. Ukraine lost two Georgia-sized territories. What is the plan? America will 

get tired; its spirits will be exhausted. Economic problems will make the continuation of aid unpopular." 

On November 6, 2023, Irakli Martynenko continued the same rhetoric in Alt-Analytica, saying that the 

Ukrainian people were killed at the request of America. "Didn't Ukrainian people ever want war? The 

Ukrainian people have always wanted to negotiate, but they refused. Forced to fight at the request of 

America. The American-appointed government attacked the Ukrainian people.” 
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3. ANNOTATIONS OF PROTEST RALLIES OF FAR-RIGHT GROUPS 

During the reporting period, the organization's observers documented two gatherings organized by far-

right groups in various locations across Tbilisi. Information about the planned events on July 1 and 8 

became publicly known through social media, which serves as the primary platform for disseminating 

information and mobilizing supporters for far-right groups and their leaders. 

In the initial stages of our observation, we developed a specialized form for monitoring gatherings and 

demonstrations. This form helped us systematically collect pertinent information during the events, 

enabling subsequent gender-based analysis. Aligned with the project's goals and objectives, our focus 

during the monitoring of gatherings and manifestations was on: 

• Did the leaders of far-right groups or the participants of the gathering use hate speech? 

• Was there a place for violent calls addressed to specific individuals or groups? 

During the reporting period, far-right groups organized two events. On July 1, 2023, a neo-fascist group 

named "National Unity of Georgia" staged a protest against a draft law aiming to simplify the procedure 

for granting Georgian citizenship. Approximately 40 demonstrators, holding neo-fascist and 

homophobic posters along with various symbols, participated in the small rally. The organizer of the 

event was Giorgi Chelidze. 

The second protest demonstration, which took on a large-scale violent character, was marked by strong 

homophobia, and it was organized by the "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info." A strike was planned to 

disrupt the festival announced by Tbilisi Pride on July 8. Observers from the Democracy Research 

Institute closely monitored the rally throughout the day. On July 7, the Ministry of Internal Affairs issued 

a statement assuring that the closed Tbilisi Pride event would take place in a peaceful environment, 

with law enforcement officers ensuring security and maintaining law and order at all locations. 

Despite the mentioned guarantees, demonstrators of the violent action, near the Lisi Lake easily broke 

through  the police cordon of the festival and broke in in the territory. Instead of an effective, preventive 

and immediate response to the violation, the police drove the festival participants away from the area. 

Despite the fact that the organizers of the rally at the starting location of the meeting at the Vaja-

Pshavela monument, openly declared that they would disrupt the Pride festival at all costs, the police 

did not put up any resistance to the demonstrators marching towards Lisi Lake. Moreover, several 

hundreds of law enforcement officers led the procession with a car escort. As the police itself led to the 

territory of the failed festival to convince the leader of the "conservative movement/alt-info" Zura 

Makharadze and the founder of the violent organization "Georgia First" Vato Shakarashvili that the 

festival organizers indeed had been removed from the area. The subsequent events, when the 

representatives of the violent group started raiding and looting the private territory of the festival, did 

not lead to a prompt reaction of the law enforcement officers.  

 

4. THE RESULTS OF THE MONITORING OF  

"CONSERVATIVE MOVEMENT/ALT-INFO" FINANCES 

"Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" is a far-right and openly pro-Russian political group that first 

appeared in public in the form of television. In November 2021, the radical group applied to the public 

registry for registration as a party, but the application was rejected. The applicant was given a 10-day 

period to eliminate the identified defect. On December 7, 2021, the National Public Registry Agency 

satisfied the request of the radical group and "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" was registered as a 

political party.  

https://www.facebook.com/MIAofGeorgia/posts/pfbid0dh99RSjuJmveq5bttmpkneDbEk2PvbCu6GTuywHjCDGGsJctMABKKiLsZ1kSMbBcl
https://www.facebook.com/MIAofGeorgia/posts/pfbid0dh99RSjuJmveq5bttmpkneDbEk2PvbCu6GTuywHjCDGGsJctMABKKiLsZ1kSMbBcl
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/32494609.html
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/32494609.html
https://www.facebook.com/TiflisPride/posts/614758397421467?ref=embed_post
https://www.facebook.com/TiflisPride/posts/614758397421467?ref=embed_post
https://www.facebook.com/publika.ge/videos/823897962499030/?extid=NS-UNK-UNK-UNK-IOS_GK0T-GK1C&mibextid=2Rb1fB
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/32495400.html
https://bs.napr.gov.ge/GetBlob?pid=900&bid=7c9JthgWNnAMXazKP2jf0HVwMmbIXGqq23MNyecqSPUc7vW%5dxXx2aiuXId7T7PNM
https://tabula.ge/ge/news/676831-sajaro-reestrma-alt-inpos-partiis-registratsia
https://bs.napr.gov.ge/GetBlob?pid=900&bid=7c9JthgWNnAMXazKP2jf0B%5bi2w8TUGPVJHKT0JEsZnvxep3kfWAJbfPeIKI%5dDat1


4.1. "CONSERVATIVE MOVEMENT/ALT-INFO" DONATIONS 

After registering as a party, the ultra-right and openly pro-Russian extremist group started political 

activities. From January 2022, "Conservative Movement"opened offices across the country. It started, 

although the first donation was received only in February 2022, more specifically on February 16. During 

one day, 37 individuals made donations, and the total amount of donations was 43,000 GEL. 

In total, "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" received 560,964 GEL in 2022. 

Amount of money donated in 2022 by month: 

months amount donated 

February 47.775 

March 56.360 

April 61.633 

May 50.476 

June 65,840 

July 62.437 

August 23.380 

September 34.965 

October 66.480 

November 40.083 

December 51.535 

Sum 560.964 

However, in comparison to 2022, there has been a significant decrease in the amount of money donated 

to the "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" in 2023. While the declared donations amounted to 560,964 

GEL in 2022, the officially reported donations by the "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" from January to 

November 2023 have decreased substantially to 33,132 GEL. 

Amount of money donated in 2023 by month:  

months amount donated 

January 12.640 

February 7.834 

March 1.250 

April 2.960 

May 2.090 

June 1.500 

July 1.443 

August 550 

September 992 

October 933 

November 940 

December * 

 

https://mtisambebi.ge/news/item/1460
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=2022-02-16&to=2022-02-16&l=0&n=&i=


The Democracy Research Institute sought to understand the significant change in the donated amount 

and addressed this question to the leader of the radical group, Konstantine Morgoshia. According to 

Morgoshia, the drastic reduction is attributed to their donors experiencing repression by banks. He 

remains the primary financier of the party. 

"Banks have created problems for our supporters regarding credits and overdrafts. They claim that people 

financially supporting the 'Conservative Movement/Alt-Info' should not be served. It is repression, 

nothing more," - Morgoshia explained. 

The Democracy Research Institute also inquired about whether the leader of the radical group engages 

in talks with Russian businesspeople and if the "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" receives funding from 

Russia. Morgoshia clarified that they have discussions with Georgian emigrants residing in Russia, but 

not with Russian businesspeople. 

"We have daily conversations with Georgian emigrants living in Russia. However, we do not engage in 

negotiations with Russian businessmen." 

 

4.2. HOW MANY DONORS DOES THE "CONSERVATIVE MOVEMENT/ALT-INFO" 

HAVE? 

From February 2022 to October 2023, "Conservative Movement / Alt-Info" had 102 donors. 101 of them 

are individuals and one is a legal entity. From January to October 2023, only two donors were added to 

the radical extremist group: Nana Gergaia and Teona Brunjadze. Only 33 out of 101 donors own real 

estate. 

Like the amount donated, the number of donors has also decreased dramatically. From January to 

November 2023, "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" received donations 43 times. For comparison, 

during the year 2022, the extremist group received donations 558 times. 

 

Number of donations by 2022: 

months Amount of donations 

February 42 

March 55 

April 60 

May 57 

June 63 

July 64 

August 17 

September 32 

October 65 

November 45 

December 58 

 

 

https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=&i=58001029933%09
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=&i=61006043379
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5b0%5d=873&l=0&y=2023
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5b0%5d=873&l=0&y=2022


Number of donations by 2023: 

months Amount of donations 

January 12 

February 11 

March 2 

April 2 

May 4 

June 3 

July 3 

August 1 

September 1 

October 2 

November 2 

December *1 

 

4.3. IS KONSTANTINE MORGOSHIA THE MAIN FUNDER OF  

THE "CONSERVATIVE MOVEMENT/ALT-INFO"? 

 

Konstantine Morgoshia is not among the 101 physical persons/donors of the far-right political group 

"Conservative Movement/Alt-Info". Nevertheless, in an interview with the Democracy Research 

Institute, Konstantine Morgoshia stated that he is the party’s and "Alt-Info" television’s main financier.  

The Democracy Research Institute was interested in what real estate Konstantine Morgoshia and his 

family members own. According to the data of the public register, only two companies are registered in 

the name of Konstantine Morgoshia. He owns a 51% share of "Magnus Design" LLC and "Kem 

Construction" LLC. The activity of "Magnus Design" LLC is related to construction, design and projecting, 

and "Kem Construction" LLC is an investment company. 

In a conversation with the Democracy Research Institute, Konstantine Morgoshia noted that "Magnus 

Design" LLC has not been under his ownership for several years and he has given the share to his 

partners. However, according to the last extract from the public register, dated February 25, 2022, the 

owner of 51% of the company's share is still Konstantine Morgoshia; Giorgi Harshened owns 45% of the 

company, and Zurab Nasalize owns 4%. 

"I have not been the founder of Magnus Designs LLC for five years; I have given my share to partners 5-

6 years ago."Kem Construction" LLC is a 10-year-old company that we planned to start a business with, 

but then we did not do it anymore. There is no movement at all." 

Morgoshia's companies are registered to his brothers, wife, and aunt's name. TV Company "Alt-Info" is 

registered in the name of Morgoshia's aunt Tsiala Morgoshia. According to the analytical website of the 

Communications Commission, the main financier of the television is its owner Tsiala Morgoshia. 

Morgoshia has registered seven companies in the name of his aunt, including "Alt-Info" LLC. However, 

the main financier of the TV Company is Konstantine Morgoshia, and he confirmed this fact in a 

conversation with the Democracy Research Institute. 

 
1 Information is not available as of January 15, 2024. 

https://bs.napr.gov.ge/GetBlob?pid=400&bid=boVlyOwlsX3qmYsntmLmFLK%5dYU7pf3k4bZU7Mb5VT0%5biJ3QwxCXUFLVw6th5S69V
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M117VMxq-7hfIagYUQEyquo_IAXhpqw9/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M117VMxq-7hfIagYUQEyquo_IAXhpqw9/view
https://bs.napr.gov.ge/GetBlob?pid=400&bid=boVlyOwlsX3qmYsntmLmFLK%5dYU7pf3k4bZU7Mb5VT0%5biJ3QwxCXUFLVw6th5S69V
https://api.companyinfo.ge/uploads/docs/10489/10489721-B22035562.pdf
https://analytics.comcom.ge/ka/statistics/?c=broadcasting&f=source&exp=segment&total=total&sid=1168399
https://api.companyinfo.ge/uploads/docs/10489/10489721-B22035562.pdf


Income of "Alt-Info" TV: 

Quarter income 

1st quarter of 2022 225.927 

2nd quarter of 2022 237.540 

3rd quarter of 2022 287.220 

4th quarter of 2022 234.220 

1st quarter of 2023 208,500 

2nd quarter of 2023 152.400 

3rd quarter of 2023 114.465 

 

In 2022, the financing of the "Alt-Info" TV company amounted to 984,887 GEL. Of this sum, 776,971 GEL 

was allocated for broadcasting services throughout the year. After subtracting service costs, the TV 

Company's remaining budget for one year stands at a mere 211,916 GEL, which is insufficient even to 

cover employees' salaries.2 In 2022, Konstantine Morgoshia informed the Democracy Research Institute 

that approximately 80 people are employed at the television company. According to the Democracy 

Research Institute, the company's driver receives a salary of 1,000 GEL. If the average salary for 

employees working in television is assumed to be 1,000 GEL, the total annual salary expenditure for at 

least 80 employees would be 960,000 GEL.   

According to the data  of the first, second and third quarters of 2023,3 the expenses incurred for services 

are 502,563 GEL, and the income of television is 475,365 GEL. The television budget, excluding service 

costs, is only 27,1983 GEL. If the average salary for employees working in television is 1,000 GEL, and 

there are 80 employees, the total salary expenditure for the TV company from January 2023 to 

September 2023 would likely amount to 720,000 GEL. 

 

4.4. WHO ARE THE LARGEST AND MOST FREQUENT DONORS TO THE 

"CONSERVATIVE MOVEMENT/ALT-INFO"? 

 

The biggest donor to "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" is Kakhaber Elizbarashvili. He has donated 

42,295 GEL to the group. Zurab Kobakhidze is in the second place. The amount of money donated by him 

is 41,693 GEL. The third place is taken by Goga Tukhareli, the fourth by Giga Kobakhidze, and the fifth by 

Merab Gigani. 

Among the biggest donors of the radical movement, only Kakhaber Elizbarashvili and Merab Gigani own 

real estate. Elizbarashvili is the owner of 50% of Dabo LLC. Two companies are registered under the name 

of Merab Gigan, LLC "Technometals" and LLC "Gigan-007". Gigan is also the head of the violent group's 

Rustavi regional office. 

From February 16, 2022 to December 31, 2023, "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" received donations 

560 times. As a rule, the donors of the "conservative movement" are the same people. Only 21 people 

have donated a one-time amount. The remaining 81 donors have donated several times. 

 
2 Services provided for broadcasting include Internet, other administrative costs, lease, audit, utility, digital terrestrial 
multiplex, Security service costs.  
3 From January to September 2023. 

https://analytics.comcom.ge/ka/statistics/?c=broadcasting&f=broadcasting&exp=broadcasting_revenue&total=total&sid=1122058
https://analytics.comcom.ge/ka/statistics/?c=broadcasting&f=broadcasting&exp=broadcasting_revenue&total=total&sid=1122057
https://analytics.comcom.ge/ka/statistics/?c=broadcasting&f=broadcasting&exp=broadcasting_revenue&total=total&sid=1122056
https://analytics.comcom.ge/ka/statistics/?c=broadcasting&f=broadcasting&exp=broadcasting_revenue&total=total&sid=1122045
https://analytics.comcom.ge/ka/statistics/?c=broadcasting&f=broadcasting&exp=broadcasting_revenue&total=total&sid=1122044
https://analytics.comcom.ge/ka/statistics/?c=broadcasting&f=broadcasting&exp=broadcasting_revenue&total=total&sid=1136807
https://analytics.comcom.ge/ka/statistics/?c=broadcasting&f=broadcasting&exp=broadcasting_revenue&total=total&sid=1162727
https://analytics.comcom.ge/ka/statistics/?c=broadcasting&f=broadcasting&exp=broadcasting_services&total=total&sid=1136809
https://analytics.comcom.ge/ka/statistics/?c=broadcasting&f=broadcasting&exp=broadcasting_services&total=total&sid=1136808
https://analytics.comcom.ge/ka/statistics/?c=broadcasting&f=broadcasting&exp=broadcasting_services&total=total&sid=1162728
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=%09&i=20001018268
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=&i=01024080200
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=%E1%83%97%E1%83%A3%E1%83%AE%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98&i=
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=&i=01024080203
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90%E1%83%91+%E1%83%92%E1%83%98%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%98&i=
https://bs.napr.gov.ge/GetBlob?pid=400&bid=boVlyOwlsX3qmYsntmLmFOJwHQUvvm5Ckoj0apSjeF419zYBDSb2jyvnAIS6zM0w
https://bs.napr.gov.ge/GetBlob?pid=400&bid=boVlyOwlsX3qmYsntmLmFPcmLSOoq9e%5dT9JRU3ZpdT4HOedVvQXpyB5NzDGTzsPR
https://bs.napr.gov.ge/GetBlob?pid=400&bid=boVlyOwlsX3qmYsntmLmFIlEIyc7k4jbm2Balif0hcD%5dL7%5d3rbpOG3YAt8Qv%5dO%5bT


1. Giorgi Khatiashvili donated money to "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" the most, 17 times. 

Khatiashvili is the head of the regional office of the extremist movement Tsnori. The total amount 
donated is 10,625 GEL. 

2. Kakhaber Elizbarashvili donated to the group sixteen times. The total amount is 42,295 GEL. 
3. Gocha Khutsidze has transferred money to "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" fourteen times. He 

donated 7,750 GEL to the radical group. 
4. Giorgi Ratian made thirteen donations. He is also the head of the Mestia office of the extremist 

movement. The amount of donated money is 5,900 GEL. 
5. Donations made by Roman Gogiberidze is thirteen. He donated 4,040 GEL to the radical movement. 

Only three persons own real estate, Kakhaber Elizbarashvili, Gocha Khutsidze and Roman Gogiberidze. 

 

4.5. REGIONAL ACTIVITIES OF "CONSERVATIVE MOVEMENT/ALT-INFO" 

 

"Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" began its activity in the regions in January 2022 and in a short period 
of time opened 64 offices throughout Georgia. Later, in August 2022, it was reported4 that 10 regional 

offices were closed. The Democracy Research Institute asked how many regional offices are currently 
operational. According to Konstantine Morgoshia, about 5 offices are closed and some have simply 

changed locations. According to Morgoshia, the number of regional offices is about 59. 

After the official statement of the State Security Service on September 18, 2023, Zurab Makharadze, 

Giorgi Kardava, Irakli and Shota Martynenko announced that they have started the "Antimaidan" 
movement for mobilization of associates. 

On October 1, 2023, the group started  the meetings. It held meetings in seven cities - Telavi, Gori, Kutaisi, 
Rustavi, Mtskheta, Batumi and Zugdidi. 

The meeting in Telavi was held on October 1, 2023, in the Vazha Pshavela State Professional Drama 

Theater. The theater is a legal entity under public law and is financed by the state. The head of the 
theater Paata Guliashvili has been holding this post since 2012. Since 2019, he has received 77,309 GEL 

from the state through simplified purchases. In the 2018 presidential elections, Paata Guliashvili took 
part in events held within the framework of the election campaign of Salome Zurabishvili, the candidate 

supported by "Georgian Dream." 

At the meeting held in Telavi, the representatives of the pro-Russian forces openly talked about the 

importance of "Anti Maidan" and the 2024 parliamentary elections. Shota Martynenko confirmed that 
the pro-Russian group is preparing to participate in the 2024 parliamentary elections. 

"Now, we have two tasks at hand. The first is the effective organization for the 'Anti-Maidan,' and the 
second pertains to the upcoming elections next year. The events scheduled to take place will serve as a 
crucial foundation for fostering unity, which, in turn, will aid us in achieving significant results in the 

elections next year." 

The weekly regional meetings held from October 1, 2023, raise questions about whether the income of 

the radical movement is significantly higher than what is apparent in open sources. For instance, for the 
initial meeting, the "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" rented a hall at the aforementioned Telavi 

Theater. Documentation obtained from the theater indicates that the hall's rent amounted to 2,200 GEL. 
Subsequently, on October 22, 2023, a meeting was hosted at the "Gino Wellness" hotel in Mtskheta, 

with the hotel manager confirming that the rent for the conference hall was 700 GEL. 

 
4 radiotavisupleba.ge, "Conservative Movement" to 10 the office Closes - has If Not " alt - info " financial Problem?", 10 August 
2022, available at: 
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/31982341.html  

https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=&i=40001004666%09
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=&i=20001018268%09
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=&i=20001018268%09
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=ხუციძე&i=
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%98&i=
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%98&i=
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=%E1%83%92%E1%83%9D%E1%83%92%E1%83%98%E1%83%91%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98%E1%83%AB%E1%83%94&i=
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5B%5D=873&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=%E1%83%92%E1%83%9D%E1%83%92%E1%83%98%E1%83%91%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98%E1%83%AB%E1%83%94&i=
https://bs.napr.gov.ge/GetBlob?pid=400&bid=boVlyOwlsX3qmYsntmLmFOJwHQUvvm5Ckoj0apSjeF419zYBDSb2jyvnAIS6zM0w
https://bs.napr.gov.ge/GetBlob?pid=400&bid=boVlyOwlsX3qmYsntmLmFL6wu0Vdyea7omlQ5FAeErjgWYiv0oFj3miPd%5dtIbHbL
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171QTR2bWXp2V_WHySVshVhtrPh8KCFAn/view?usp=sharing
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1275707329802493
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=AhEHv11r25g
https://www.facebook.com/Conservativemovement1/posts/pfbid02q4k2PZTqWom8PcoSEVC7VcEvUJWzPqaquDAKX7A6xvKKYQs6jAJQU2sh7oeV6GUl
https://www.facebook.com/Conservativemovement1/posts/pfbid02q4k2PZTqWom8PcoSEVC7VcEvUJWzPqaquDAKX7A6xvKKYQs6jAJQU2sh7oeV6GUl
https://reginfo.ge/culture/item/25055-telavis-teatris-xelmwgvanelad-paata-guliashvili-me-3-vadit-dainishna
https://www.facebook.com/squanderdetector/posts/pfbid02zj5SEWHHLqXhkGK98w3V2fP1ztEDGWa9hoFbyyxDv7fWj8rJWvW2K8BgqjsnfFAdl
https://tabula.ge/en/news/614689-ramdens-ukhdis-salome-zurabishvili-momgherlebs
https://tabula.ge/en/news/614689-ramdens-ukhdis-salome-zurabishvili-momgherlebs
https://www.facebook.com/Conservativemovement1/videos/527121069610361
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/31982341.html


KEY FINDINGS 

• The rhetoric of ultra-right groups in Georgia is marked by strong homophobic sentiments, directly 

tied to appeals to religious-national sentiments. 

• A concerning trend is emerging, showing alignment between the official positions of far-right 

groups and the Georgian government in instrumentalizing homophobia. This trend not only renews 

violent practices against vulnerable groups but also contributes to the polarization of society. 

• Far-right groups frequently disseminate disinformation and create fake media content in online 

media using pro-Kremlin methods to influence public opinion. 

• The current discourse of far-right groups in social and online media is characterized by anti-

American sentiments and robustly pro-Russian messages. 

• Anti-Western messages persist in the discourse of far-right groups, undergoing transformation 

amidst the current political events in the country. The issue of granting Georgia the status of a 

candidate for EU membership holds particular significance in the current discourse. 

• Ultra-right groups actively utilize social networks to mobilize supporters and organize protests, with 

their primary focus being on online platforms at this stage. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

• It is crucial for the government to cease the political instrumentalization of homophobia and 

discontinue any indirect or direct support of violent groups. 

• In light of the government's passivity, the civil sector should proactively inform the public about 

the potential threats arising from the violent agenda of far-right groups. 

• Research organizations play a vital role in investigating the primary factors that contribute to the 

growth of extremist groups. 

• Government bodies need to develop an effective action plan to counter the dissemination of 

disinformation and hate speech by far-right groups through social networks and media. 

• Special attention should be given by the government to scrutinizing the origin and transparency of 

finances associated with political groups declaring a goal of cooperation with a hostile state. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix #1.  

Annotations of ultra-right actors in Georgia 

"NATIONAL UNITY OF GEORGIA" 

 

Ideology: fascism, integral nationalism5 

Symbol: Arm flag and cross of the Georgian battalion of the Wehrmacht6 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Slogan: "Glory to the nation! Glory to victory!" 

Leader: Giorgi Chelidze 

Date of establishment: November 2, 2016 

Official channels: https://www.youtube.com/@GeoNationalUnity                                           
https://t.me/GeoNatUnity                                          
https://www.tiktok.com/@geo.national.unity 
 

 

Initially, "National Unity of Georgia" was registered in the public register on November 2, 2016. At the 

initial stage, it was led by Tornike Kiviladze, however, according to publicly available sources, Kiviladze  

left the organization in 2018 due to ideological incompatibility, and Giorgi Chelidze took over the 

leadership. According to the charter, the main goal of the union is "demographic, territorial integrity, 

cognitive, spiritual, cultural, economic, ecological, military, legal protection of the Georgian nation and 

the Georgian state.” The governing structure of the organization is also determined by the charter. In 

particular, the organization is headed by a "Commander", whose functions and duties are described as 

leading sectoral groups, local units, and their leaders; the governing body is the “command hall.” 

After Giorgi Chelidze announced the transformation of "National Unity of Georgia" into a political party, 

the organization's 14- point action plan "From Survival to Revival" was distributed, in which the task of 

the organization is indicated in the implementation of the decision of the March 31, 1991 referendum, 

prevention of physical and cultural genocide of the Georgian nation and transfer of land and power to 

the nation. To realize this goal, "National Unity of Georgia" has developed three main programs: 1) 

agricultural; 2) military-industrial; 3) demographic-cultural.  

With the agricultural program, "National Unity of Georgia" aims to declare Georgian lands and natural 

resources as the national property of the Georgian nation, ensured by the constitution's prohibition of 

foreigners owning land or natural resources. The primary focus of the military-industrial program is to 

develop a high-tech military industry and provide education for young people in educational spaces 

through military and physical training. The main priority of the demographic-cultural program is to 

strengthen the Georgian worldview and gene pool. In the action plan of the openly neo-fascist 

organization, there is a significant emphasis on the military direction, including the creation of a total 

 
5 Integral nationalism - characterized by illiberal approaches. It presents the nation as an organic whole and requires the 
complete obedience of the individual to the national interests. 
6 Georgian battalion of the Wehrmacht - a Georgian military formation that fought on the side of the Third Reich during the 
Second World War. 

https://www.youtube.com/@GeoNationalUnity
https://t.me/GeoNatUnity
https://www.tiktok.com/@geo.national.unity
https://rustavi2.ge/ka/news/104102
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=346355790740747&paipv=0&eav=AfbL4hLbPXozo_UXjK6W8VnsbefTLUomQQG4VA1yiMQ2tg2i8CE8nPcJWrw8ezot8HM&_rdr
https://m.facebook.com/100080503032641/videos/%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94-%E1%83%AB%E1%83%90%E1%83%9A%E1%83%90-14-%E1%83%9E%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A5%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%98-%E1%83%92%E1%83%94%E1%83%92%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90-%EF%B8%8F%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%A5%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%95%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%95%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%9D%E1%83%91%E1%83%90-%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A9%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%9C%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%98-edit-geo-for/956238598896325/
https://m.facebook.com/100080503032641/videos/%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94-%E1%83%AB%E1%83%90%E1%83%9A%E1%83%90-14-%E1%83%9E%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A5%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%98-%E1%83%92%E1%83%94%E1%83%92%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90-%EF%B8%8F%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%A5%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%95%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%95%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%9D%E1%83%91%E1%83%90-%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A9%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%9C%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%98-edit-geo-for/956238598896325/


defense mobilization system and mandatory military service for all citizens of Georgia, regardless of 

gender. 

Members of the " National Unity of Georgia" often use Nazi symbols on social networks and quote 

fascist/Nazi ideology leaders Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini.  

 

                      

 

 

 

 

 

Source: "National Unity" YouTube Channel Source: "National Unity" Telegram channel 

The past experience of the openly neo-fascist "National Unity of Georgia" is related to such violent 

activity as the counter-demonstration of the action held on May 13, 2018 demanding the change of the 

drug policy. According to Chelidze, the said contravention was directed against "drug use" and "gay 

propaganda". He called on his associates to form a vigilante guard at the mentioned rally and noted that 

if necessary, he himself would ensure the protection of public safety.  

At this stage, the neo-fascist organization "National Unity of Georgia" is active in the anti-immigration 

direction. Their dissatisfaction was caused by the government's initiative regarding the simplification of 

obtaining Georgian citizenship. 

 

                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

                             

 

 

 

"National Unity of Georgia" actively mobilizes support using various social networks and channels. In 

particular, it positions itself through Facebook, Telegram, TikTok and YouTube. According to current 

data, "National Unity of Georgia" has 3,500 subscribers on the YouTube channel, 116 on TikTok, and 

1,213 subscribers in the Telegram group. Through these channels, the organization actively disseminates 

information about its action plan, protest actions and ideological narratives. 
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https://t.me/GeoNatUnity/2147?fbclid=IwAR1OGYB9MIlXtWHg6pkB2wC18Id3iQqvYedq4olanXY9Jhhfvnydg-FbyXU
https://t.me/GeoNatUnity/2147?fbclid=IwAR1OGYB9MIlXtWHg6pkB2wC18Id3iQqvYedq4olanXY9Jhhfvnydg-FbyXU
https://t.me/GeoNatUnity/2155?fbclid=IwAR1z2we08rxeQx9JOFFNadrwHOca6U-qQA5BA7ohY6TXlTkOwztkAGzkPow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0CClB1wWVBw&t=1s
https://t.me/GeoNatUnity/2114?fbclid=IwAR1qm9r3e_klseeVGQ3HxuzivI7e11tq0Ke35V0Fxw9wTQN5jzFFPlZ5qTw
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/492829-giorgi-chelize-unda-chamoqalibdes-samokalako-gvardia-radgan-arsebobs-shida-dapirispirebis-sashishroeba/
https://imedinews.ge/ge/politika/294421/rati-bregadze-konstitutsiit-aris-gansazgvruli-rom-sakhelmtsipom-maqsimalurad-unda-izrunos-sazgvargaret-mtskhovrebi-tanamemamuleebis-samshoblostan-mchidro-kavshiris-shenarchunebasa-da-ganvitarebaze
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0CClB1wWVBw&t=1s
https://t.me/GeoNatUnity/2114?fbclid=IwAR1qm9r3e_klseeVGQ3HxuzivI7e11tq0Ke35V0Fxw9wTQN5jzFFPlZ5qTw


"Georgian National Unity" channels on social networks and platforms  

 

Telegram "Arian Kortu" 1 213 subscribers 

YouTube "Geo National Unity" 3 500 subscribers 

TikTok "Georgian National Squad " 116 subscribers 

Facebook group National Socialist Movement "National Unity 

of Georgia " 

404 members 

 

 

"GEORGIAN IDEA" 

 
Party ideology: ethnocentrism7 

Political election number: N44 
 
 
 
 
 

Symbolism: the logo has the shape of a shield, on which ten crowns are depicted 
on a circle and the unity of the three historical alphabets of the 
Georgian script is imprinted. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Slogan: With faith and love, for a dignified future 

Party leader: Levan Chachua 

Date of establishment: December 16, 2014 

Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/qartuliideaa 

 

According to the official data of the public registry, on February 21, 2014, Levan Chachua registered the 

public movement "Georgian Idea" as a non-entrepreneurial legal entity. Based on his own statement, on 

March 31, 2014, the public registry declared the public movement "Georgian Idea" liquidated. On 

December 16 of the same year, "Georgian Idea" was registered as a political party. Levan Chachua 

informed the public about the establishment of a political entity at a press conference held in the Tbilisi 

press center of "Rianovosti." 

 
7 An ideology based on the exaggeration of one's own nation and cultural values, and characterized by strongly negative and 
tendentious reasoning towards other ethnic groups. It perceives its own national values as a benchmark, has a preconceived 
idea of what is right, acceptable, moral and healthy. 

https://t.me/GeoNatUnity
https://www.youtube.com/@GeoNationalUnity
https://www.tiktok.com/@user198128005499
https://www.facebook.com/groups/893858244073249
https://www.facebook.com/groups/893858244073249
https://www.facebook.com/groups/893858244073249
https://www.facebook.com/qartuliideaa


 

The "Georgian Idea" party participated in the 2016 parliamentary elections under #18 and received 2,019 

votes (0.17%). Sandro Bregadze, the leader of "Georgian March", was presented as the second number 

of "Georgian Idea" in the list delivered to CEC. For the 2016 parliamentary elections, the party received 

14,459 GEL as a donation. The "Georgian Idea" party took part in the parliamentary elections of October 

2020 with the number 44. Levan Chachua was nominated as the first number of the party, and Guram 

Falavandishvili, the chairman of the "Society for the Protection of Children's Rights", known for his 

homophobic speeches, was nominated as the second in line. The party received 8,263 votes in the 

elections. 

The leaders of "Georgian Idea" are distinguished by homophobic and xenophobic rhetoric. They often 

appeal to national identity protection issues and religious sentiments. For the parliamentary elections of 

2024, the leader of the party, Levan Chachua, called the "conservative wing" to unity and came up with 

the initiative to create "national-church unity", in which membership will be based not on party, but on 

personal characteristics. According to Levan Chachua, the Orthodox Church of Georgia should give 

blessing and political legitimacy to the mentioned unity.8 

The political priority of the "Georgian Idea" party is the establishment of the national economic direction, 

which includes the nationalization of strategically important objects and minerals. The party favors the 

development of a strict immigration policy and, in this direction, the establishment of strict controls on 

the settlement of migrants, citizenship and residency. The representatives of the "Georgian Idea" 

constantly emphasize the importance of the involvement of the church in the educational process and 

note that the quality of the education system should be improved with the help of the church. 

The leaders of "Georgian Idea" openly support the participants of the violent protest on July 5, 2021, 

refer to the people arrested for this issue as "prisoners of conscience." “Georgian Idea" also joined the 

protest actions organized by "Alt-Info", the main demand of which was the release of people arrested in 

the case of July 5, 2021. 

 

"Georgian Idea" channels on social networks and platforms 

 

Telegram https://shorturl.at/dgiqJ 18 subscribers 

YouTube https://shorturl.at/pzJRY 291 subscribers 

TikTok https://www.tiktok.com/@qartuliidea?lang=km-KH 13 000 subscribers 

Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/qartuliideaa 38 000 members 

 

 
8 Facebook page of Georgian Idea 

ინფორმაცია სუბიექტზე 

http://www.ivote.ge/saparlamentoarchevnebi2016/index.html
chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/https:/cesko.ge/static/res/docs/18.%e1%83%a5%e1%83%90%e1%83%a0%e1%83%97%e1%83%a3%e1%83%9a%e1%83%98%e1%83%98%e1%83%93%e1%83%94%e1%83%90-%e1%83%9e%e1%83%93%e1%83%a4.pdf
https://monitoring.acb.gov.ge/ka/donations?p%5b0%5d=711&af=&at=&from=&to=&l=0&n=&i=&fbclid=IwAR1zy4cW3pO0MKYEG1UM508YjEL-I34MrTFULvb_gwaweBR2CpDXx4bYbNU
https://cesko.ge/res/docs/31.10.2020_%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%AA%E1%83%AE.%E1%83%AC%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%93%E1%83%92.%E1%83%A0%E1%83%94%E1%83%92%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1%E1%83%A2%E1%83%A0.%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%90%E1%83%A9.%E1%83%A1%E1%83%A3%E1%83%91%E1%83%98%E1%83%94%E1%83%A5%E1%83%A2%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%98-%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98%E1%83%92%E1%83%98%E1%83%97%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9B%E1%83%A0%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%98%E1%83%97-.pdf
https://cesko.ge/static/res/docs/44.
https://cesko.ge/static/res/docs/44.
https://www.facebook.com/qartuliideaa/videos/301193929034469/
http://qartuliidea.ge/bmulebi/
http://qartuliidea.ge/bmulebi/
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=923921135190539
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=923921135190539


"CONSERVATIVE MOVEMENT/ALT-INFO"                                 

 

Political ideology: far-right national-conservatism9  

Symbolism:  
 
 
 
 

Chairman of the party: Giorgi Kardava 

General Secretary: Shota Martynenko 

Date of establishment: December 7, 2021 

Website: https://conservativemovement.ge/ 

     

"Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" is a political creation of the far-right and openly pro-Russian "Alt-

Info." Irakli Martynenko, Irakli Morgoshia, Giorgi Kardava and Vasil Gvalia are members of  the political 

council of the party. The leaders of the "conservative movement/alt-info" are the organizers of the mass 

violence of July 5, 2021, although their criminal responsibility has not yet been established. According to 

the excerpt from the public register, "Conservative Movement" was registered on December 7, 2021. 

Initially, the chairman of the party was Zura Makharadze, and the general secretary was Giorgi Kardava. 

Both are the face of "alt-info." With the changes reflected in the register of political associations of 

citizens in April 2022, the name of the party was defined as "Conservative Movement/Alt-Info", the 

chairman of the party - Giorgi Kardava, and the general secretary - Shota Martinenko. One of the 

founders of the party is Konstantine (Koka) Morgoshia. 

At the party congress, the leaders stated that their main priority will be the country's security, territorial 

integrity, elimination of "extreme poverty" and improvement of the demographic situation. They see the 

way to achieve the set goals in cooperation with the Kremlin and point out that it is in Russia that the 

issue of territorial integrity of Georgia is resolved. 

2022 to June 2023, the party has 102 donors. 101 of them are natural persons and one legal entity. The 

Institute for the Study of Democracy examined each donor's data. Only 33 of them own real estate. 30 

donors are heads of regional offices of political groups.    

"Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" started opening regional offices in January 2022 and in a short period 

of time opened 64 regional offices across Georgia. However, in August 2022, it was reported  that the 

radical group closed up to 10 offices. The Democracy Research Institute asked how many regional offices 

were in operation as of the summer of 2023. In a telephone conversation with us, Konstantine Morgoshia 

stated that about 5 offices are closed and some have changed their locations. According to Morgoshia, 

the number of regional offices is 59. 

"Conservative Movement/Alt Info" stands out for its highly homophobic discourse. The leaders of the 

aforementioned group organized large-scale violent actions against the festival planned by Tbilisi Pride 

on July 5, 2021 and July 8, 2023. 

 
9 An umbrella term that combines radical, ultranationalist and extremist ideologies. He uses xenophobia, homophobia and 
misogyny as an instrument of action. 

https://conservativemovement.ge/
https://conservativemovement.ge/%e1%83%9e%e1%83%90%e1%83%a0%e1%83%a2%e1%83%98%e1%83%98%e1%83%a1-%e1%83%a1%e1%83%a2%e1%83%a0%e1%83%a3%e1%83%a5%e1%83%a2%e1%83%a3%e1%83%a0%e1%83%90/
https://conservativemovement.ge/%e1%83%9e%e1%83%90%e1%83%a0%e1%83%a2%e1%83%98%e1%83%98%e1%83%a1-%e1%83%a1%e1%83%a2%e1%83%a0%e1%83%a3%e1%83%a5%e1%83%a2%e1%83%a3%e1%83%a0%e1%83%90/
https://civil.ge/ka/archives/457231
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/31982341.html
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/31373588.html
https://formulanews.ge/News/93871


"Conservative Movement/Alt-Info" channels on social networks and platforms 
 

Telegram https://shorturl.at/ntuFM 45 subscribers 

YouTube https://www.youtube.com/@infonews_alt4 6 031 subscribers 

TikTok https://www.tiktok.com/@conservativegeorgia 1 485 subscribers  

Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/Conservativemovement1 

 

76 000 members 
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